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Lecture 9: Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation



Upcoming strike action, 1st-3rd December

Little impact on this course since we are basically done with teaching, 
but
• Might delay return of marks from Assessment 1 (due 2nd December)
• I won’t respond to emails on those dates
• (No drop-in labs on those dates)



Assessment 2 Q&A

• Due on 9th December
• Read the assignment brief 

(https://kennysmithed.github.io/oels2021/AssignmentBrief.pdf)
• Happy to answer questions now
• We can help with basic coding stuff in labs (this Wednesday or extra

drop-in labs)
• No questions after 11am on Monday 6th December!

https://kennysmithed.github.io/oels2021/AssignmentBrief.pdf


Additional drop-in labs

Optional drop-ins for debugging help with Assessment 2 code, on 
Gather
• Wednesday 24th November, 2pm-4pm
• Thursday 25th November, 2pm-4pm
• Monday 29th November, 9am-11am
• Monday 6th December, 9am-11am



Kanwal et al (2017)

Kanwal, J., Smith, K., Culbertson, J., & Kirby, S. 
(2017). Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation and the Principle 
of Least Effort: Language users optimise a miniature 
lexicon for efficient communication. Cognition, 165, 
45-52.
An dyadic interaction experiment using a miniature 
language
• Does Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation arise from 

competing pressures to communicate accurately 
but efficiently?

Jasmeen Kanwal
(now at St Andrews)

Jenny Culbertson
(Edinburgh)

Simon Kirby
(Edinburgh)





Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation: frequent words are short



Fig. 1. The relationship between frequency of occurrence (y-axis) and number of characters (x-axis) for different language families in the UDHR. The
languages selected represent the mode of kendall’s ⌧ values across all the languages of the family. For illustration purposes, a LOESS smoother with 95%
confidence intervals is added (dashed black). The grey boxes above plots give names of language families and the ISO 639-3 codes for languages chosen to
represent them.

written in 986 languages of 80 language families. This result is
very unlikely to occur by chance. Its cross-linguistic strength
qualifies it as a candidate for a linguistic universal. However,
there are several further caveats that need to be addressed in
future research:

A. Absolute, statistical, and evolutionary universals

Linguistic research traditionally distinguishes between ab-
solute and statistical universals [4], [3]. Absolute universals
are supposed to hold across all human languages, be it extant
or extinct. Absolute universality in this sense might well turn
out to be impossible to prove empirically [24]. Statistical
universals, on the other hand, are merely strong tendencies
found in large-scale comparative data.

Furthermore, a growing body of research points to biolog-
ical and communicative constraints that universally shape the
evolution of languages. From this perspective, universals are
not only properties of currently attested languages (synchronic
universals), but rather universal processing constraints that
play out on the evolutionary time scale [6], [17], [18], [5],
[2], [7]. These could be called evolutionary universals.

Based on the results reported in this study it is reasonable
to assume that Zipf’s law of abbreviation surfaces in all, or
at least a very high percentage of attested languages. It is
thus a candidate for an absolute synchronic universal. The
diachronic, evolutionary pressures towards the shortening of
word forms still need to be uncovered.
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Benz & Ferrer i Cancho, 2016, Proc Leiden Workshop on Capturing Phylogenetic Algorithms for Linguistics



• Communicative task or asocial recall task
• Production effort depends on length or it doesn’t 

zop x 4
zopekil x 4

zop x 12
zopoudon x 12

Manipulating communicative need and production effort
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Kanwal et al.’s conclusions

Zipf’s law of abbreviation is a result of jointly optimizing competing 
pressures to communicate both accurately and efficiently
• Just accuracy or just efficiency is not enough



Time for Q&A/discussion on this week’s reading 



Next up

Wednesday, 9am: lab on Gather
• A dyadic interaction experiment

Subsequently: optional drop-ins for debugging help with Assessment 2 
code, on Gather
• Wednesday 24th November, 2pm-4pm
• Thursday 25th November, 2pm-4pm
• Monday 29th November, 9am-11am
• Monday 6th December, 9am-11am


